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Step Five 

[ What to Delegate ] 

1. Use your worksheet from Step 1 to identify all the activities that don’t have to be 

completed by you. Each of these activities needs to be outsourced as soon as 

possible.  

2. Look at your time log and identify any activities which don’t appear on your 

worksheet from Step 1. What are they? Can someone else perform them or can 

they only be done by you? Do they generate revenue?  

3. For every activity that you said could only be done by you , ask yourself whether the 

activity generates revenue? Can you invoice someone for that activity? If you can’t 

then consider if there’s already a profession that completes this type of work? For 

example a copywriter or a bookkeeper.  

 

[ Is there a Process? ] 

Now that you now know which activities you want to outsource, consider whether you 

already follow a process to complete each activity. If you already have a process, a way 

you like things done, write down the steps involved so they’re clear to someone else.  

If creating processes isn’t your thing, work with your expert because a good provider will 

work with you to define the process. Let them help you but make sure it’s documented in 

a way that it can be taught to others and that you always have access to. 

 

[ Systems and Accountability ] 

As you create your processes, think about how the systems will hold people to account 

and also what your desired timeframes are for completing an activity. Your expectations 

need to be documented because ambiguity and assumptions create problems for you and 

your team.  

Always have a weekly review meeting with your team because it gives you a birds eye 

view of your business and any issues or mistakes can be dealt with swiftly.  

If a mistake occurs, first interrogate the process to make sure it’s sound.   

When you’ve got great processes in place and the systems to support them, it creates a 

culture of truth and openness.  

Outsourcing Plan 
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Step Five 

[ Communication ] 

Decide how you and your team will communicate throughout the day. We use Slack 

because it keeps the email inbox free of our daily chatter and we know that any Slack 

notification is an internal missive.  

Throughout the day we record lead and client updates in the CRM and we use a project 

management software to keep track of project actions and updates. Because of  the 

processes in place, everyone has access to the same up to date information. 

Finally, when anyone clocks off for the day they write a quick handover note.  

The way we communicate delivers a seamless service to each of our clients. 

Once a week, review all projects and open tasks with your team and check that the 

processes and systems are adequately supporting the workflow.  

 

[ Hiring the Right Team ] 

The processes you create will help you work out who to recruit and in what area of your 

business you are recruiting. Your processes will tell you: 

What skills you’re looking for 

What experience they need 

What qualities they need 

What tasks they’ll perform and the extent of their work 

With this information you’ll be able to narrow your search and find the best set of experts 

to support the growth and profitability of your business. 

 

Outsourcing Plan 
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Step Five 

My Outsourcing Plan 

What Am I Delegating?  Does a Process Exist?  Expected Timeframes  Communication Channels 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Use the template below and create your own Outsourcing Plan 


